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IBM® Power® S1014 is a 1-socket, 4U IBM Power10-based server designed for
business-critical workloads on IBM AIX®, IBM i or Linux®.

IBM Power S1014
Superior price-performance for business-critical workloads

Key features of IBM Power S1014

Benefits
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More performance per core
Get as much as 57% more
performance per core compared
to IBM Power S914.¹

More memory bandwidth
Provide 20% more memory
bandwidth compared to IBM
Power S914.¹

Matrix Math Acceleration
Benefit from four Matrix Math
Accelerators per core for faster AI
inferencing at the point of data.

Expand app function
Improve performance of business-critical apps with 57%
more performance per core.¹

Lower IT costs
Reduce your physical data center footprint and lower
cooling and electrical costs.

Improve security
Employ memory encryption for end-to-end security across
hybrid cloud without impacting app performance.

¹ Based on IBM internal performance testing in the lab.

Run AI inferencing
Improve performance of models and lower latency by
running AI inferencing at the point of data.
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The IBM Power S1022 is a 2-socket, 2U server, with more than double the cores compared to Power9-based servers,
workloads can be consolidated on fewer servers, reducing software licensing, electrical, and cooling costs.

IBM Power S1022
A 2-socket, 2U server for business-critical workloads.
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Key features of IBM Power S1022

Benefits

More cores per system
Co-locate workloads on fewer
servers and increase system
utilization with 1.5X more cores
per system.¹

Flexible consumption
Get cloud economics on-prem
with usage-based metering across
servers.

Active Memory Mirroring
Increase uptime and improve
availability and reliability with
Active Memory Mirroring.

Expand app function
Get up to 37% more performance per core compared to
IBM Power S922.¹

Lower IT costs
Reduce your physical data centre footprint and lower
cooling and electrical costs.

Improve security
Employ memory encryption for end-to-end security across
hybrid cloud without impacting app performance.

Provide optimum RAS
Increase uptime and availability of business-critical
apps by implementing Active Memory Mirroring.

2.4X more memory bandwidth
Harness 2.4X more memory
bandwidth compared to IBM
Power S922.¹

Matrix Math Acceleration
Employ four Matrix Math
Accelerators per core for faster AI
inferencing at the point of data.

Main Memory Encryption
Use transparent memory
encryption with no additional
management setup or impact to
workload performance.

Run AI inferencing
Improve performance of models and lower latency by
running AI inferencing at the point of data.

Only pay for what you need
Optimize IT spending and budget planning with flexible
consumption models.

¹ Based on IBM internal performance testing in the lab.
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IBM® Power® S1024 can consolidate workloads on fewer servers with double the cores of 
IBM POWER9™-based servers.

IBM Power S1024
A 2-socket, 4U IBM® Power10-based server designed for business-critical workloads on IBM® AIX®, 

IBM i or Linux®
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Key features of IBM Power S1024

Benefits

More cores per system
Co-locate workloads on fewer
servers and increase system
utilization with 2.5X more cores
per system.¹

Flexible consumption
Get cloud-like economics on-
premises with usage-based
metering across systems.

Active Memory Mirroring
Increase uptime and improve
availability and reliability with
Active Memory Mirroring.

Application performance
Get up to 33% more performance per core and 3X more
performance compared to IBM Power S924.¹

Infrastructure costs
Reduce your physical data centre footprint and lower
cooling and electrical costs.

Security from core to cloud
Employ memory encryption at the processor level for
security across the hybrid cloud without impacting app
performance.

Industry-leading RAS
Increase uptime and availability of business-critical
apps by implementing Active Memory Mirroring.

More memory bandwidth
Harness 2.4X more memory bandwidth compared to
IBM Power S924.¹

Matrix Math Acceleration
Employ four Matrix Math Accelerators per core for
faster AI inferencing at the point of data.

AI inferencing
Run AI inferencing on the same system as data for improved
performance of models and lower latency.

Flexible consumption models
Optimize IT spending and budget planning by only
paying for what you need.

¹ Based on IBM internal performance testing in the lab.
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Flexible capacity ideal for cloud deployments
IBM® Power® E1050 midrange server provides enterprise-class capabilities in a reliable, secure, 

space-efficient 4U rack. Enhanced security with transparent memory encryption and 
production-ready AI at the point of data enables faster insights.

IBM Power E1050
A 4-socket rack server optimized for data-intensive apps and hybrid cloud deployments
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Key features of IBM Power E1050

Benefits

Flexible deployment
IBM Power10 servers are
designed to support business
agility.

Transparent memory encryption
This new layer of defense keeps
all data in memory encrypted
between memory and processor.

Resilient Memory DIMMs
Power10 DIMMs deliver 2X better
memory reliability and availability
than industry-standard DIMMs.¹

Improve security
Employ memory encryption at the processor level for
security across the hybrid cloud without impacting app
performance.

Get efficient scaling
Ease scaling and pay-for-use consistency across
private and public clouds with flexible consumption
options.

Revolutionary 7nm Power10 processor
This processor provides greater processor energy
efficiency, workload capacity, and container density
versus the IBM POWER9™ processor.

Computational strength and data bandwidth
Demanding AI inferencing and machine learning are
now more manageable.

Maximize availability
Leverage redundancy and disaster recovery in IBM Cloud®
using recovery and self-healing.

Streamline insights
Reduce complexity and cost by running AI inferencing
directly in core where data lives.

¹ Based on IBM internal performance testing in the lab.
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Designed to securely and efficiently scale core operational workloads and 
AI applications across hybrid cloud

Power E1080 — designed for your needs
Scale core operations and AI apps across hybrid cloud to reduce data centre footprint. 

Deliver end-to-end encryption and extreme scale for business-critical apps.

Key features of IBM Power E1080. Optimize core operational and AI apps.

Faster response to business demands
Enhanced performance and efficient scalability
Flexible deployment
Persistent security

Improved protection
Security-rich design
Streamlined insights
Continuous operations
Optimized reliability and availability

Benefits
Provide layered protection
Drive greater efficiency

Improve availability
Ease AI deployment
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Power E1080 — Respond faster to business demands
 

Engineered for agility, IBM Power E1080 delivers world-record performance scalability for core enterprise
workloads, protects your applications and data with pervasive and layered defence, and 

enables you to transform data into insights quickly.
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The Power E1080 is the newest addition to the IBM Power family, the industry’s best-in-class server platform for
security and reliability. The Power E1080 introduces the essential enterprise hybrid cloud platform, which is uniquely
designed to help you securely and efficiently scale core operational and artificial intelligence (AI) applications
anywhere in a hybrid cloud.
The Power E1080 simplifies end-to-end encryption and brings AI where your data is stored for faster insights. This
configuration helps enable greater workload deployment flexibility and agility while accomplishing more work.

The processor performance, massive system throughput, and memory capacity qualify the Power E1080 server to be
the perfect workload consolidation platform. This performance Sentails significant savings in floor space, energy
consumption, and operational expenditure costs.
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Chassis

IBM Power
E1080

IBM Power
E1050

IBM Power 
E1024

IBM Power 
E1022

IBM Power 
E1014

5U system node
and 2U system

control unit
4U rack 4U rack 2U rack 4U rack or

tower

Processor(s) Up to 4 per node Up to 4 Up to 2 Up to 2 1

Number of
cores

Up to 240 Up to 96 Up to 48 Up to 40 Up to 8

Memory - (max.) 16 TB per node
(up to 64 TB) 16 TB 8 TB 4 TB 1 TB

Supported
operating
systems

IBM AIX, IBM i
and Linux
operating
systems

AIX, Linux AIX, IBM i, Linux AIX, IBM i, Linux AIX, IBM i, Linux

The IBM Power10 family of servers

The new generation of IBM Power servers supports enhanced hybrid cloud capabilities for differentiated performance, security,
serviceability and operating costs. That’s why enterprises choose to run their core operations and analytical applications on IBM
Power. IBM Power10 servers are designed to improve performance and security with the same class-leading reliability – whether
responding faster to business demands or driving innovation. 
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IBM Power Virtual Server
A secure virtual server, offering a consistent experience, modernizing at your pace and price point — 

on and off premises.
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Benefits
Grow at your own pace
Use IBM Power Systems Virtual Server to extend workloads
and pay-as-you-use billing to manage costs.

Flexible consumption
Add capacity to Power infrastructure — on-demand,
within minutes. Manage on premises or off premises.

Run mission-critical workload
Simultaneously work on nonproduction tasks and production
environments. Help resolve issues faster using LPARs.

Modernize Power workloads
Connect to services and architectural patterns to help
transform. business models, including web
applications, DevOps and IBM Db2® workloads.

¹ Based on IBM internal performance testing in the lab.

Access to AI
Connect IBM Power Systems workloads to IBM Watson® to
improve decision-making and build cognitive applications.

The hybrid IBM Power solution you’ve been waiting for
IBM Power Systems customers have higher risk environments and need an extremely low-risk infrastructure. Power
systems are enterprise class machines associated with trusted, high performance. Expand your hybrid cloud journey
with IBM Power Systems Virtual Server for a consistent experience, modernizing at your pace and price point, on and
off premises.
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Operating systems that grow with you
Scalable platforms to meet your hybrid cloud needs

AIX running on IBM Power10 is
a winning combination for your
business

Leadership security
Unmatched uptime
Investment protection

Why AIX on IBM Power
Flexible licensing and
support options
Modernize application
development
Add value to business apps

Why IBMi on IBM Power
Optimize for open source
Build cloud-native
Get the benefits of Linux on
POWER

Why Linux on IBM Power

Gain the resiliency, security
and robust architecture to
move your business forward

The enterprise Linux operating system (OS) is a solid
foundation for your open-source hybrid cloud
infrastructure, allowing you to modernize
applications efficiently.
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PowerVM
IBM® PowerVM® software is designed to enable you to build for the cloud faster by using virtual machines (VMs) and storage. It
is server virtualization without limits. Businesses are turning to PowerVM server virtualization to consolidate multiple workloads
onto fewer systems, increasing server utilization and reducing cost. PowerVM provides a secure and scalable server virtualization
environment for AIX, IBM i and Linux applications built upon the advanced reliability, availability and serviceability (RAS) features
and leading performance of the IBM Power platform.

PowerVC
IBM® PowerVC software is based on virtual circuit (VC) technology and built on OpenStack. It provides simplified virtualization
management and cloud deployments for IBM AIX, IBM i and Linux VMs running on the IBM Power platform. The offering is designed
to build private cloud capabilities on Power servers and improve administrator productivity. It can further integrate with cloud
environments through higher-level cloud orchestrators.

PowerSC
IBM® PowerSC is a security and compliance (SC) solution optimized for virtualized environments on IBM Power servers running
AIX, IBM i or Linux. PowerSC sits at the top of the IBM Power server stack, integrating security features built at different layers.
You can now centrally manage security and compliance on the Power platform for all IBM AIX and Linux operating systems and VMs
on Power server endpoints. In this way you can get better support for compliance audits, including General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR).

PowerHA SystemMirror
IBM® PowerHA® technology positions you to address storage and high-availability (HA) requirements with a single integrated
configuration through a simplified user interface. IBM Power is committed to investing in — and bringing to market — solutions
designed to keep your IT environments resilient.

VM Recovery Manager
IBM® VM Recovery Manager for IBM Power Systems is an economical highavailability and disaster-recovery solution. Automation
software, installation services and remote-based support are built in to help you streamline the process of recovery. Built-in
functionality and IBM support can decrease the need for expert-level skills, shorten your recovery time objective, improve your
recovery point objective, optimize backups and better manage growing data volumes.
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Power software
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Ready to learn more?
Contact us today!

InTTrust
PA: 2 Ipeirou st., 15341

Agia Paraskevi, Attica, Greece
Tel: + 30 210 6513040

info@inttrust.gr / www.inttrust.gr
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